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Create a Unified Global Address List
between Merging Organizations
When you undergo a big organizational change like a merger or acquisition, you face both exciting and
disruptive challenges. A primary goal for your IT teams is to minimize impacts and disruption for the overall
productivity of both organizations. Providing a unified, cross-organizational Global Address List (GAL) is a critical
first step to achieve a smooth transition. Binary Tree’s Directory Sync Pro provides a solution to quickly and
easily establish a unified GAL, so your users can know with whom they can contact in the new organization,
facilitating team-building and collaboration.
By creating a unified GAL in just ten easy steps, Directory Sync Pro lets your employees collaborate with new and
old team members—without interruption—facilitating working relationships and a synergistic, productive,
unified organization. Directory Sync Pro will enable coordination and integration from Day One as either selfservice or, for a more full-service, stress-free approach to a smooth transformation, Binary Tree Services can
perform all of tasks and testing necessary.
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DIRECTORY SYNC PRO

 Create a unified organization with
one common directory

 Proven GAL history with many
features and configurations

 Make a unified brand to build
connections across the new
organization

 Flexible for complex enterprise
systems; scalable for all organizations

 Same time by eliminating multiple
directory searches
 Achieve unification on Day One of a
merger or acquisition

 Quickly resolve conflicts across users
and distribution lists
 Easily import values to customize its
matching and mapping
 Syncs and migrates passwords
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Fast Global Address List Setup

Proven Directory Sync Experience

With the proven success of Directory Sync Pro, a quick
and simple configuration helps you achieve a smooth
organizational transformation.

Trusted by large enterprises, Directory Sync Pro is
flexible and customizable to meet the configuration
needs of even the most complex organizations.

Unified Collaboration

Facilitate Communication

A unified GAL enables collaboration between new and
old teammates in the new organization. They can easily
find any co-worker in the same directory.

Streamlined communication is a key to a successful
migration during a merger or acquisition. Easily find
coworkers for emails, Skype for Business calls, and
more with Directory Sync Pro.

Uninterrupted Productivity
Establishing a GAL on Day One of a merger or
acquisition helps limit interruptions to productivity
across the organization. Employees can find peers
faster focus on core business tasks.

Reduced Frustration
With one common directory, users can quickly find
contacts to reduce search times, quell frustration and
limit calls to support or help desks.

Binary Tree Expertise
In over two decades serving all industries, Binary Tree
has helped migrate over 35 million users, bringing trust
in solutions that have been tested repeatedly in similar
applications.

Binary Tree Services
Let Binary Tree services perform a full-service solution,
establishing a Global Address List using Directory Sync
Pro, performing all testing and configuration for a lowstress experience.

Learn More About
Active Directory Pro
and Get Started Today!
www.BinaryTree.com/Solutions/GlobalAddressList
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 A Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Productivity,
Messaging and Application Development

 Member of the strategic Microsoft Enterprise
Cloud Alliance

 More than 20 years of experience with migrations and
transformations for enterprise organizations

 2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year

 Migrated more than 8,000 clients and 42 million users,
including 7.5 million to Office 365
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 Unparalleled support and services for a high quality,
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